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About This Game

Destroy the evil at the heart of a haunted manor! As an orphan, you discovered your ability to commune with the spirit world
and ghosts. When your uncle Kent mysteriously disappears, you'll embark on a journey to find out what really happened. With
your trusty companion Devanand at your side, you make your way to Darnecroy Manor, where Kent was last seen. It is...The

House.

Heart of the House is 360,000-word interactive Gothic novel by Nissa Campbell. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or
sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Within the manor, you'll encounter the master, Lord Bastian Reaves; his mysterious servants, Oriana and Loren; and the
thousands of spirits teeming around and in this haunted mansion. But will you shatter the power that binds the ghosts to the

House, or claim it for yourself? Can love bloom in a haunted house? Most importantly, how will you escape when the House
comes for you?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, ace, or poly

 Explore the halls of the House, even as they seem to shift before your eyes

 Encounter ghosts, spirits, and echoes, as you search for your lost Uncle Kent
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 Fight against an ancient evil or embrace its demonic gifts

 Indulge in steamy, chaste, sweet, or provocative romances, or go it alone

 Exploit the secrets you find for self-serving ends or use them to help your friends

 Defeat your greatest fears in bone-chilling moments of terror...if you can

 Choose whom you can save, if anyone, from the horrors the House contains

For some, there may be no escape from The Heart of the House.
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The game's fun and addictive, but just like any game there can be improvements. One of the best computer strategy games i've
played on the laptop.. World of Soccer online is a lot of things but one of the things my friend Zabo (FučkinNigġerFạg) here
and I know it best for is it's profound steps to a massively multiplayer soccer simulation and just when you think they couldn't
have made a better marvel of a game, they made it Free to Play. Divas and divine beings at their best, these game developers
are. Now if you're ever feeling sad or lonely or depressed hit me up or my friend Zabo (FučkinNigġerFạg) here and we'll gladly
play with you, I'll invite you to my team ShḯttyNigġerTeam and we'll have a blast. See you on the soccer field.

- StupidRetard (Admin of ShḯttyNigġerTeam). Do you want a shoot 'em up that has just the right amount of challenge that
makes you want to come back for "one more game"? Space Ripper starts out impossible as wave 4-5 provides the first hurdle...
But as you gather gears from fallen enemies your little ship improves! then the first boss at wave 10 becomes your next hurdle
and so on... It's this aspect that keeps you playing! I'm ashamed yet proud I couldn't stop playing this and fully upgraded over the
course of two sessions over two days! It's a testament to how addictive they made the gameplay! It's one I know I will come bak
to and probably will reset my progress just to try to do it again! Most of the SFX are good, the music is appropriate, and the
graphics and gameplay are what keep me coming back! not to many games feture the dual stick configuration (one to move one
to set fireing direction). It's a throwback to the early arcades and is sorely missed in modern games. You only see it once on a
while now... Youger gamesrs might find it offputting at 1st, but it's a blessing with enemies that can appear to the direct left and
right (or below you)... All in all, 9/10! For achievement hunters, It's difficult at first but a fully upgraded ship and being used to
the controls should carry you to the end. It did me! (and 3 levels further!). A funn and silly little clicker game. Definetly worth
the money considering the time it takes to complete it.. The idea is amazing, but the end result is very average.

If the designers comitted truly to the voice command idea, it could have been a very sweet game. Instead you are left struggling
with both keyboard, mouse, and voice. Why use voice when you can just click? It seems to me for this idea to work, you have to
either be able to do everything by voice or there would be no point.

1) You can't take cover using voice, you have to click
2) You can't control the camera using voice, not even with something as simple as "camera left left left", so you have to keep
your hand on the mouse if only to rotate the view
3) To move something or attack something, you have to know the number of the unit. What if you have 4 helicopters on the
field and you want to attack a tank with the closest one? you can't, because you can't see the number of units on the map. So you
have to keep guessing or switching between units looking for the right one. A better solution would be to have a bigger map,
with numbers clearly shown above the unit icons.
4) In time sensitive situations where you have to react quick, it is a real mess to attack the enemies because once again, it can be
difficult to know the number of the unit you want to attack. Enemy tanks flanking on the left? Your helicopters are ready, but
even if the tanks are on your screen often their number won't be displayed (it seems to depend on distance or visibility) so you
can't efficiently react, and since you can't even send your units to a location by voice you'r back to right clicking.
5) Mission command actually talks to you as you play, and if you are issuing commands at the same time you won't hear what is
being said.

So to make it short, even if the available voice commands work well, voice recognition is reliable, the game relies too much on
keyboard / mouse for the "voice commanding" thing to really fly. But i can see how if they make aonther game in the series and
address all these issues, this concept of "hands free strategy" could be really fun.. Meh at best. The mechanics get really stale,
really quick. Also with the bugs and general unpolished look, it is not something I can recommend.. Game Information
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Mosaic: Game of Gods is a Puzzle game that was developed and published by New Bridge Games.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are two different difficulty game modes to choose from: Regular and Frenzy. Both of these difficulty game modes has
different play style. The regular difficulty game mode has the timed and relaxed option. The frenzy difficulty game mode only has
the timed option. It is recommended to play the game in regular difficulty game mode to familiarized with the puzzles before
attempting to playing the frenzy difficulty game mode.

There are six chapters with the total of hundred fifty different puzzle to solve. All levels has three stars to earn. The outcome of
many stars that is earned depends upon how fast the puzzle is completed and any mistakes were made. Replaying the puzzles helps
improve the star ratings.

There are twenty-four different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come
with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

There are five different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. Cute little game with harmless humor and as far as I can see no flaws. Pretty basic,
but runs smooth, supports 4k and you can even create your own countryballs.. Originally this was a negative review, not because the
game was bad, but because I saw a huge potential that was ruined by a couple small issues, and it was frustrating as I really loved
the concept of this game.

First I'd like to put the emphasis on the professionalism of the dev team, after the bad review they tried to reach out and
understand. They also gave fair arguements and explanation. And eventually the recent updates of the game tackled most of those
"'small issues".

The game is not yet perfect of course but I can see a huge improvement, and I respect a lot the work that has been put by the team to
fix the game.

The AI is now way better does encourage team play. I found myself thinking about very exiting team strategies that would have
never worked before because of the dumb (sometimes too aggressive) AI. It gives so much more depth and replayability to the game.

It's not part of the update log but I have the feeling either the player stats, or the ball weight\/physics has changed and it makes the
game more enjoyable.

The multiplayer games are still pretty epic and fun and the game has become a no brainer when I have friends over.

I can't wait to see the future updates, I really hope the team brings more gameplay options, powerups ? special moves ? new way to
shoot the ball ? :)
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It's worth the $15, it's packed with fun, good ideas, and a carring dev team willing to enhance the game for the community.
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I liked it until I realized that the enemy can attack a druid with an Eagle, I can't. The enemy can destroy ground under me, but in
the same setup I cannot from theirs. At the point when the enemy turtle was floating in the air (I kid you not) at the end of their
turn, I called quits. If the unfairness was for a plot reason, some explanation sure would have helped.. bombtag more like
deadtag amirite. A good game, but an absolutely terrible port filled with gamebreaking bugs, crashes, a very poorly implemented
60fps hack, and more. play/emulate the original or get the Vita version, even that's better than this.. Major early access still, but
honestly this game is more fun than some fully developed RTS games. It is no where near ready for true launch (thus EA) but it
has potential if the author delivers.. I personally purchased this game. I reviewed it for my 99 Cent Gaming series.

The Land of Dasthir was a game I didn't expect too much from, being an RPG made in RPGMaker and priced under a dollar.
Expectations of RPGs such as a deep system, a medium to long amount of playtime, tons of locations, and a complex story were
set aside as I loaded this game up. After playing through to the first battle and dying at it, twice, I either need to skip cheap
RPGMaker games or set my expectations even lower in the future.

To start, the grammar shows a complete lack of two things: proper translation and proof reading. While this may be acceptable
in many games at this price point, for RPGs it's almost essential to get this right not only in terms of understanding the story but
to keep players suspended in the world without getting distracted by incomplete sentences, among other errors.

It is possible that some players may excuse the distracting script as part of its cheap entry point charm, choosing to laugh and
enjoy the mistakes like many did back when All Your Base was popular. Unfortunately the game play does not redeem The
Land of Dasthir. While I did go into this blind and did not know that you only faced bosses with different strategies, there
wasn't enough info in game to point out the rules and restrictions of your character.

You start the game off receiving a dagger but have no options of equipping it or any weapons you purchase. Instead (at least in
the beginning) you have the impression that you can't equip anything and heading into your first battle is confusing because your
FIGHT option does nothing to hurt the enemy. If you've bought a weapon from the town shop before this battle, you eventually
find it in your ITEMS and use it, only to find out it has limited use as opposed to being a permanent weapon, and then you end
up losing your first play through not because of the game's difficulty, but because there's a lack of knowing what you can and
can't do. There's a right way to give players a hands off approach when it comes to RPGs and their difficulty (as Dragon Quest
and Final Fantasy did back on NES) and then there's the way The Land of Dasthir did it, having players fail time and time again
until they piece together all of the game's mechanics just so they can beat the first enemy they encounter.

I have more to say in my video review below, but as the game stands now it's not worth the dollar it sells for (or the sale price it
has of this review), but that does not mean The Land of Dasthir is a lost cause. A rewrite of the script to fix the grammar errors
and a way to inform the player in game how the items and world works can quickly turn it from being not worth it to definitely
worth it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5Gc8yUOGG10. I feel like playing super meat boy again, this time with some time limits
and little extras like dashing. Greatg game, 100% recomended for those who like hard platformers (super meat boy, VVVVV,
etc). Do NOT play this game. It will drain your life away. I dream every night of jewels. I am doomed, but you must run. Fly,
before it steals you too.. i really liked the whole gameplay. The graphics are really good and i like the objective of the game.
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